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Abstract _ 0 r i
Graphical presentations of human actions in incident and accident
sequences have been used for many years. However, for the most
part, human decision making has been underrepresented in these
trees. This paper presents a method of incorporating the human
decision process into graphical presentations of incident/accident
sequences. This presentation is in the form of logic trees. These
trees are called Human Decision Error Trees or HUMDEE for short.

The primary benefit of HUMDEE trees is that they graphically
illustrate what else the individuals involved in the event could have

done to prevent either the initiation or continuation of the event.
HUMDEE trees also present the alternate paths available at the
operator decision points in the incident/accident sequence. This is
different from the Technique for Human Error ;_ate Prediction
(THERP) event trees. There are many uses of these trees. They can
be used for incident/accident investigations to show what other
courses of actions were available and for training operators. The
trees also have a consequence component so that not only the
decision can be explored, also the consequence of that decision.

Background

It is well known that human error contributes greatly to the

potential for accidents. Tragerl found that approximately 65% of ali
accidents in nuclear power plants were caused by human error.
Human error is also a major contributor to accidents in the aerospace
and chemical industries. The potential for accidents can be reduced
by analyzing human actions in an accident sequence, determining
why the human erred, and then improving the system to eliminate
the factors that contribute to the human committing an error.

Humans make thousands of decisions everyday. Some of these
decisions are of little consequence. For example, a human may
decide at any point whether or not to take a drink of coffee. Some of
the influences on this decision are whether the person's coffee cup is
empty or full and whether the person has time to take a drink. The
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outcome of this decision has little consequence. Numerous decisions
each day have critical importance. For example, when driving a
human may decide to pull out into heavy traffic, rather than waiting
for a "safer" distribution of cars. The influences on this decision are

the person's time constraints and his/her perception of future traffic
flow. The outcome of this decision may be catastrophic, depending
on the speed of the other cars and their spacing. In any case, the
decisions humans make have a direct bearing on the outcomes of
accidents.

Decisions are cognitive in nature. That is, humans have to use
intellect (think) to make decisions. Decisions are influenced by
emotions, however, as well as a whole host of other processes,
including perceptions, training, stress, and task/workplace design.
Rasmussen 2 developed a taxonomy of cognitive behaviors based on
task demands. His taxonomy has three factors. They are; skill-
based, rule-based, and knowledge-based behavior. Please refer to
Rasmussen 2 for a discussion of these behaviors. Humans make

decisions while performing in ali three of these behaviors.

Norman3 and Reason 4 developed a taxonomy of types of errors. The
factors in this taxonomy are; slips, lapses, small mistakes, and
mistakes. Decisions can result in small mistakes and mistakes. That

is, a mistake maybe decision based or it can be caused by improper
training, environmental conditions (such as lighting), or even
labeling. A decision in the context of this paper is when a human
makes a choice between several alternatives. The alternative the

human makes has a direct bearing on the consequence of the
accidents. Ostrom, et al. 5 found that these types of decisions have a
direct impact on the consequences of accidents in situations requiring
rule- and knowledge-based behavior, such as medical procedures.
Therefore, explicitly presenting decisions in accident scenarios has
great benefit to the accident analyst tasked with determining the
cause of human error and then proposing actions necessary to help
eliminate the potential.

Using a graphical method as a component of the accident analysis
process helps the analyst in several ways. First, by presenting the
information in a concise manner that is easily understandable, lt is
also easier to use a graphical method to show the relationships
amongst individuals and actions in an accident sequence and to show
the sequence of the actions in relation to time. Human actions in
accident sequences can be graphically represented using several
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,,.chniques including technique for human error rate prediction

(THERP) 6 event trees. More recently, Gertman 7 modified THERP
event trees by including cognitive actions. This analysis can be

performed both before and after an accident in order to determine
the human actions, or lack of actions, that lead to the accident. In a

pre-accident analysis the end states and human actions are
postulated using inputs from task analysis data, historical data, and
expert opinion. After postulating the accident sequence, failure rates
for the human actions are determined using data contained in what
are called THERP data tables, actual failure data from the facility, or

using an expert opinion estimation technique like SLIM-MAUD8. This
technique is referred to as human reliability analysis (HRA). The
true benefit of HRA is the systematic process of analyzing the task or
accident and the graphical representation of the accident sequence
rather than the quantification of risk.

Figure 1 shows a THERP event tree used for this purpose. This tree
was developed using a real accident scenario. An abbreviated
version of the scenario and the major decisions are presented to help

explain the human actions in the event tree.

A third year medical student (MS3) completed a treatment card
incorrectly for an Iodine-131 (I-131) diagnsotic study. The study
desired was a "thyroid scan and 1-131 uptake." The study the MS3
wrote on the treatment card was "thyroid scan." A first year
resident (PG1) co-signed the card. The outpatient nurse (OPN)
called the order in to the scheduling clerk who entered the
incorrect order into the hospital computer system. The study was
entered as a "thyroid whole body scan." A "thyroid scan and 1-131
uptake" is purely a diagnostic stud_r with essentially no thyroid
damage associated with it. The dose of 1-131 for a "thyroid whole
body scan" can substantially decrease the thyroid gland's
function, causing a person to be hypothyroid. When the
scheduling clerk entered the study in the computer system it
brought up a screen showing an inconsistency between the study
entered and the diagnoses. The scheduling clerk attempted to
verify the order's correctness, but with the nuclear medicine
receptionist (NMR) and not the patient's physician. Both the
NMR and the nuclear medicine technologist (NMT) attempted to
verify the study later in the scenario, but again it was not with
the patient's physician.
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outcome of this decision has little consequence. Numerous decisions
each day have critical importance. For example, when driving a
human may decide to pull out into heavy traffic, rather than waiting
for a "safer" distribution of cars. The influences on this decision are

the person's time constraints and his/her perception of future traffic
flow. The outcome of this decision may be catastrophic, depending
on the speed of the other cars and their spacing. In any case, the
decisions humans make have a direct bearing on the outcomes of
accidents.

Decisions are cognitive in nature. That is, humans have to use
intellect (think) to make decisions. Decisions are influenced by
emotions, however, as well as a whole host of other processes,
including perceptions, training, stress, and task/workplace design.
Rasmussen 2 developed a taxonomy of cognitive behaviors based on
task demands. Hfs taxonomy has three factors. They are; skill-
based, rule-based, and knowledge-based behavior. Please refer to
Rasmussen 2 for a discussion of these behaviors. Humans make

decisions while performing in ali three of these behaviors.

Norman3 and Reason 4 developed a taxonomy of types of errors. The
factors in this taxonomy are; slips, lapses, small mistakes, and
mistakes. Decisions can result in small mistakes and mistakes. That

is, a mistake maybe decision based or it can be caused by improper
training, environmental conditions (such as lighting), or even
labeling. A decision in the context of this paper is when a human
makes a choice between several alternatives. The alternative the

human makes has a direct bearing on the consequence of the
accidents. Ostrom, et al. 5 found that these types of decisions have a
direct impact on the consequences of accidents in situations requiring
rule- and knowledge-based behavior, such as medical procedures.
Therefore, explicitly presenting decisions in accident scenarios has
great benefit to the accident analyst tasked with determining the
cause of human error and then proposing actions necessary to help
eliminate the potential.

Using a graphical method as a component of the accident analysis
process helps the analyst in several ways. First, by presenting the
information in a concise manner that is easily understandable, lt is
also easier to use a graphical method to show the relationships
amongst individuals and actions in an accident sequence and to show
the sequence of the actions in relation to time. Human actions in
accident sequences can be graphically represented using several
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techniques including technique for human error rate prediction

(THERP) 6 event trees. More recently, Gertman 7 modified THERP
event trees by including cognitive actions. This analysis can be
performed both before and after an accident in order to determine
the human actions, or lack of actions, that lead to the accident. In a

pre-accident analysis the end states and human actions are
postulated using inputs from task analysis data, historical data, and
expert opinion. After postulating the accident sequence, failure rates
for the human actions are determined using data contained in what
are called THERP data tables, actual failure data from the facility, or

using an expert opinion estimation technique like SLIM-MAUD8. This
technique is referred to as human reliability a,alysis (HRA). The
true benefit of HRA is the systematic process of analyzing the task or
accident and the graphical representation of the accident sequence
rather than the quantification of risk.

Figure 1 shows a THERP event tree used for this purpose. This tree
was developed using a real accident scenario. An abbreviated
version of the scenario and the major decisions are presented to help

explain the human actions in the event tree.

A third year medical student (MS3) completed a treatment card
incorrectly for an Iodine-131 (1-131) diagnsotic study. The study
desired was a "thyroid scan and 1-131 uptake." The study the MS3
wrote on the treatment card was "thyroid scan." A first year
resident (PG1) co-signed the card. The outpatient nurse (OPN)
called the order in to the scheduling clerk who entered the
incorrect order into the hospital computer system. The study was
entered as a "thyroid whole body scan." A "thyroid scan and 1-131
uptake" is purely a diagnostic study with essentially no thyroid
damage associated with it. The dose of 1-131 for a "thyroid whole
body scan" can substantially decrease the thyroid gland's
function, c_using a person to be hypothyroid. When the
scheduling clerk entered the study in the computer system it
brought up a screen showing an inconsistency between the study
entered and the diagnoses. The scheduling clerk attempted to
verify the order's correctness, but with the nuclear medicine
receptionist (NMR) and not the patient's physician. Both the
NMR and the nuclear medicine technologist (NMT) attempted to
verify the study later in the scenario, but again it was not with
the patient's physician.
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Figure 1: Example of THERP Tree
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The major decisions in this scenario were:

1. PG1 made a decision about verifying treatment card

against the order for the treatment before signing
the card.

2. The scheduling clerk made a decision concerning
verifying the study with the OPN.

3. The scheduling clerk made decisions concerning
verifying the study with second persons.

4. NMR made a decision concerning verifying the

study with the scheduling clerk.

5. NMT made a decision concerning whether to discuss
the study with the patient.

6. NMT made a decision concerning whether to give
the dose to the patient.

The paths in the THERP event tree depicted by solid lines and that
flow from the upper-right to the lower-left are success paths. Solid
lines that flow from the upper-left to the lower-right are failure
paths. Dashed lines that flow from the upper-right to the lower-left
are recovery actions. Both acts of omission and commission can be
modeled using THERP logic. Omission meaning to forget or omit a
step and commission meaning to perform the step incorrectly. For
example, an operator is tasked with opening a valve and when they
perform the task, they open the wrong valve. One look at the tree
and it is evident as to its utility in accident investigation/prevention.
It is not clear, however, what the potential consequences of failure
are. Would the results be catastrophic or would they simply mean

the process would not proceed? Also, the trees are simply binary.
That is, there are only two possibilities, either success or failure.
THERP trees also do not lend themselves well for the incorporation of
decisions into the accident sequence. Gertman 7 developed a method
for incorporating cognitive activities in HRA trees. The same
symbolism is used as in THERP trees, however, lower case letters are
included to represent whether the human behavior is skill-, rule-, or
knowledge-based. Although this method has great advantage over
standard THERP trees to display the true nature of human behavior,
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they still do not distinctly present where in the sequence humans
would make critical decisions that affect the outcome of the

sequence.

Human Decision Error Trees

From the above discussion, it is apparent that a method for explicitly

presenting human decisions in a graphic manner would aid accident
analysts in determining which human actions led/could lead to an
accident. Also, presenting the consequence of these actions would
help the analyst focus efforts to improve critical aspects of the
process. Human Decision Error (HUMDEE) trees were developed to
satisfy this need.

HUMDEE trees were developed using a combination of THERP logic
and symbols commonly used in fault tree analysis and graphic-based
procedures. Figure 2 shows an example of a HUMDEE tree developed
using the accident scenario presented at the conclusion of this paper.
The solid paths of this tree that progress from upper-right to lower-
left are success paths. The solid paths that progress from upper-left
to lower-right are failure paths. The diamonds are major decision
points in the process. The circles are nodes where an outcome of a
particular decision can be postulated. Please note that the trees can
be quite long and this is just a sampling of the type of sequence that
can be represented. Also, the trees can be used for decisions where
there is more than a binary (yes/no) decision. Recovery paths can
also be modeled. The recovery paths in THERP trees indicate that
after performing the recovery act that the accident sequence is back
on track and everything is fine again. This isn't always the case. In
fact, what might have happened is the sequence stopped because the
process was aborted when the error was found. HUMDEE trees can
be set up to show that for certain "recovery" actions the process
stopped. True recovery paths can be shown explicitly where the
system was/can be restored. Figure 3 shows how this can be done.
This figure also shows that an intermediate state can be in the #

accident sequence.

HUMDEE trees can also be used to help develop corrective actions.
For instance, for the example scenario presented, the event would
not have occurred if the facility required formal verification utilizing
a written procedure rather than verbal "oks" at the various steps.
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Figure 2: Example of HUMDEE Tree
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START

a Operator decides Operator makes
to open Valve A. :isionwhether

to open Valve A or B

Valves aligned a' Operator
correctly decides to

consult with A Operator decides to open
supervisor valve B
before b Supervisor
opening valve alignment and
a valve, discovers

misaligned valve. _ B Supervisor does not check
J' valve alignment

Delay in S
getting pump
on line.

Pump damage
due to wrong
valve opened.

c Operator opens
correct valve.

Valves aligned
correctly

Figure 3: Second Example of HUMDEE Tree

It readily apparent from these examples that HUMDEE trees have
great merit for presenting decisions in an accident sequence and the
consequences of these decisions. It is also apparent that these trees
could be used in combination with other techniques in order to

develop a complete understanding of an accident sequence.
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Summary

It is quite evident that humans make numerous decisions that can
have a direct impact on the consequences of accidents. Graphical
techniques for presenting human actions in accident sequences have
been used for many years with great success. Up to this point, the
human decision making process has been underrepresented in
graphical representations of accident sequences, lt was apparent
after investigating accidents in which human decisions played a
significant role that a method for presenting human decisions was
needed. HUMDEE trees were developed to fill this need and provide

accident analysts with another tool they could use to help prevent
accidents and improve safety. In summary, "hese trees have been
found to be useful for fully understanding h_,_nan decision making in
incident/accident sequences.

This project was partially funded by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) through U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Idaho
Office Contract DE-ACO7-76IDO1570. The opinions expressed in this

paper are not necessarily those of the NRC or the DOE.
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